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Prophecy 2005

get ready to discover what prophecy really is the difference between the prophetic ministry and the gift of prophecy how to
change circumstances through prophecy and so much more learn to speak forth rhema god s specific word to you at a specific time
for a specific purpose and control your destiny by the power of god made available to you through prophecy

Prophecy 2005-03-02

in this book pastor chris oyakhilome teaches you the what how and why of speaking in other tongues and reveals the immense
benefits it holds for you as a new testament believer in jesus christ you will also learn about tongues interpretation of tongues and
prophecy the difference between praying in your understanding and praying in tongues

The Power Of Tongues 2005-03-02

do you need a miracle that supernatural intervention of god in the natural affairs of men that transcends human reasoning and
ability learn how to receive one in this captivating book as pastor chris shares vital steps you must take to release god s power on
your behalf also discover how to ward off the devil s counter attack and retain what god has given you

When God Visits You 2001

put your mind power to work and be god wants you to be there are no limits to what you can achieve and absolutely no
restrictions to how high you can propel yourself when you put your mind power to work in the power of your mind pastor chris
reveals that the mind is a spiritual entity and its greatest potentials can only be reached through the education of the human spirit
with god s word which ultimately influences the mind as you read you ll discover essential truths on renewing your mind
concept of mind management the power of thoughts pulling down strongholds dealing with negative thoughts and emotions
attitude your mental disposition meditation your moment of creation and so much more god s dream is for you to come into full
possession of his manifold blessings and your mind is the vital instrument he s given you to appropriate this provision ibis timely
classic opens to you that of endless possibilities and helps you explore the unlimited potential of your mind so get ready to make the
right changes in the structure of your thinking and be that excellent personality god planned for you to be

The Oil and the Mantle 1999

god wants to answer all your prayers if he had planned it any other way he would never have required you to pray but he ll hear
and answer only when you re praying the right way discover the secrets and principles of effective prayer in this concise yet
comprehensive book by chris oyakhilome and rid yourself of any wrong mindsets doctrines perceptions practices and prayers that
may have clogged the wheels of your prayer life

How To Recieve A Miracle and Retain It 2001-01-02

in religion and the making of nigeria olufemi vaughan examines how christian muslim and indigenous religious structures have
provided the essential social and ideological frameworks for the construction of contemporary nigeria using a wealth of archival
sources and extensive africanist scholarship vaughan traces nigeria s social religious and political history from the early nineteenth
century to the present during the nineteenth century the historic sokoto jihad in today s northern nigeria and the christian
missionary movement in what is now southwestern nigeria provided the frameworks for ethno religious divisions in colonial
society following nigeria s independence from britain in 1960 christian muslim tensions became manifest in regional and religious
conflicts over the expansion of sharia in fierce competition among political elites for state power and in the rise of boko haram these
tensions are not simply conflicts over religious beliefs ethnicity and regionalism they represent structural imbalances founded on
the religious divisions forged under colonial rule

THE POWER OF YOUR MIND 2023-06-05

transform your prayer life in 55 days for far too many believers prayer is a fruitless frustrating joyless exercise they know they
ought to do it but it rarely happens because there is little expectation that it will change anything there is another way to pray an
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exciting joyous way that brings heaven s power to earth and makes breakthroughs a daily reality praying grace is a 55 day journey
of discovery and hope created to help your heart absorb the full implications of jesus finished work on the cross lead you to a deep
revelation of god s goodness and faithfulness ground your identity in who god says you are and model a form of praying that
proclaims rather than pleads making you a true partner with god get ready to discover how to pray from victory rather than
struggle for victory take hold of the power of praying grace

How to Pray Effectively 2012

for there is nothing covered that shall not be revealed neither hid that shall not be known jesus christ luke 12 2 the foremost
conversion testimony renowned as the jewel of exposition of hidden powers a book of all times on the highest game of occult deceit
it has opened the eyes of many in different parts of the world prof stephen pinder ejeh dean faculty of engineering ahmadu bello
university zaria nigeria

Praying the Right Way 2005-07

after creation itself the greatest miracle was when god himself became a man and walked upon the earth he did this to show man
how to become a new creation ascending into the heavenly realm with a spiritual nature this book one of rick joyner s favorites is
about this most remarkable time and written from the perspective of both men and angels

Seven Things The Holy Spirit Will Do in You 2011

the gift of prophecy is a book believers will refer to again and again for answers to their questions about this important spiritual gift

None of These Diseases 2001

discover the role of the prophetic ministry and why it is so necessary today through this knowledge you will discover how god
awakens calls grooms and produces excellent prophets see how prophets differ from psychics and how prophecy excels divination
get answers to the most common questions people ask about prophecy and prophets recognize budding prophets in the church
paula price intelligently and skillfully explains the function and responsibility of local church prophecy and prophets as an
indispensable reference this comprehensive text is one no christian should be without don t let lack of knowledge keep you from
utilizing one of god s extraordinary gifts to the church today

The Seven Spirits of God 2006

the west s two century epoch as global powerhouse is at an end a new world order with china and india as the strongest economies
dawns how will the west react to its new status of superpower in decline in kishore mahbubani s timely polemic he argues
passionately that the west can no longer presume to impose its ideology on the world and crucially that it must stop seeking to
intervene politically and militarily in the affairs of other nations he examines the west s greatest follies of recent times the
humiliation of russia at the end of the cold war which led to the rise of putin and the invasion of iraq after 9 11 which destabilised
the middle east yet he argues essential to future world peace are the western constructs of democracy and reason which it must
continue to promote by diplomacy rather than force via multilateral institutions of global governance such as the un only by
recognising its changing status and seeking to influence rather than dominate he warns can the west continue to play a key
geopolitical role kishore mahbubani might well be the most intelligent friendly and doggedly persistent critic of the west in this
brief book he delivers some of his trademark analysis and pungent observations we should all think of it as the cold shower that is
urgently needed to revive the west fareed zakaria author of the post american world a powerful disputatious book it s not
comfortable reading and it wasn t meant to be paul kennedy director of international security studies and professor of history at
yale university

Recreating Your World 2007

the gospel as you ve never seen it before if romans isn t one of your favorite books then you do not have a revelation of the true
gospel andrew wommack nowhere besides the book of romans is there a more comprehensive explanation of the gospel it s paul s
masterful letter to every believer revealing god s plan of salvation by grace not by the law in romans paul s masterpiece on grace
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renown bible teacher andrew wommack has compiled decades of his personal notes and commentary from his life for today and
living commentary you will find thousands of insightful truths to give you a firm understanding of the gospel as andrew shares
the true meaning of salvation the basics of righteousness by faith vital bible teaching you probably have never heard in church you
will be blessed and enlightened as andrew walks you through paul s letter to you these truths have been changing lives for
thousands of years yours is next

How to Make Your Faith Work! 2007

healing from heaven is a chronicle of miracles from the healing ministry of pastor chris oyakhilome in this third volume you ll
read extraordinary testimonies of everyday people who put god s word to work in their lives and experienced his supernatural
intervention in it pastor chris also shares deep truths on faith and divine healing which are sure to strengthen and build your faith
in god through the life changing testimonies and thoughts shared in this book you d be awakened to the possibilities of faith and
the realities of the power of the holy ghost your faith will also be stirred to act on god s word for your own miracle as you go
through the pages of this book open your heart and let faith rise in you as the lord jesus did for those in this book and many others
around the world who believe in him for a miracle he would do for you because he is the same yesterday today and forever

Religion and the Making of Nigeria 2016-11-18

in seven steps for judging prophecy discover how a christian even a new believer can learn to sort out the few genuine prophets
of god from the many false and judge their prophecies in the light of the word of god

The Last Outcast 2001

dr patricia green gives biblical proof that yahweh has seven spirits full of supernatural power that he desires to impart patricia
describes each of his spirits and recounts dreams visions and stories revealing how the seven spirits of yahweh operate do you
desire more spiritual power to proclaim his truth with mighty signs wonders and miracles do you need a miracle in your life then
you need an impartation of the seven spirits of yahweh included in this book

Praying Grace 2020-04-07

astounding testimonies is an anthology of miraculous testimonies written by great believers of christ it is compiled by deepjyoti
chowdhury and written by multiple co authors to motivate the readers that no matter how difficult life might look our faith on
god can move mountains this book would take every reader out there on a beautiful spiritual journey and make their hearts filled
with love positivity healing and faith

Occult Grand Master Now in Christ 2013-01-14

this book describes in a way never disclosed before on how to make god your financial partner it reveals a secret nugget christians
have not explored concerning the coleration between their relationship with god and their finances this book is a must read for
anyone who wants to take their financial standing higher than ever before the author uebert angel has used this secret and it has
worked tremendously for him he was named in many publications as a self made millionaire and in forbes magazine africa as one of
those making million dollar fortunes

Gates of Zion 1998-12

a comprehensive examination of seventy one forms of occult activity their effect and deliverance from them through victory in
christ

When God Walked the Earth 2007-08

munroe insists that we cannot appropriate and enjoy the benefits of god s kingdom until we understand how it operates
accordingly he provides in this follow up volume a detailed examination of the principles concepts and characteristics of the
kingdom
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The Gift of Prophecy 1969-10

the rhapsody of realities topical compendium series are comprehensive reference materials that have enhanced word based training
among christians these series are renowned with inspiring articles that articulate the gospel of our lord jesus and it s therefore an
important tool for the spiritual development of god s children the rhapsody of realities topical compendium volume 5 is the newest
instalment in this series of compilations of choice articles by rev chris oyakhilome what s more the articles in this volume have
been organized under exciting chapters such as the acts of god the efficacy of god s word the lordship of jesus christ the holy spirit
and you the mindset of the just the ministry of reconciliation the glory life the authority of believers divine benefits this is a sure
complete resource book that guarantees your profound walk with the lord through fellowship with his word

The Prophet's Handbook 2008-06-02

discover the secrets to living the supernatural life naturally the seven spirits of god divine secrets to the miraculous teaches you
what the seven spirits of god means who the seven spirits of god are why you must have them how you can receive them what
they ll accomplish in your life

Has the West Lost It? 2018-04-05

god s dream is for you to come into full possession of his manifold blessings and your mind is the vital instrument he s given you to
appropriate this provision this timely classic opens to you that realm of endless possibilities and helps you explore the unlimited
potential of your mind so get ready to make the right changes in the structure of your thinking and be that excellent personality
put your mind power to work and be all god wants you to be there are no limits to what you can achieve and absolutely no
restrictions to how high you can propel yourself when you put your mind power to work in the power of your mind pastor chris
reveals that the mind is a spiritual entity and its greatest potentials can only be reached through the education of the human spirit
with god s word which ultimately influences the mind as you read you ll discover essential truths on renewing your mind the
concept of mind management the power of thoughts pulling down strongholds dealing with negative thoughts and emotions
attitude your mental disposition meditation your moment of creation and so much more

Romans 2021-06-15

this book is a classic exposition of the christian life it provides bible based answers to a lot of questions and provides explanations
needed to live a constantly victorious life joshua brought the children of israel into a land flowing with milk and honey yet the
bible says they did not enter the rest of god

Healing from Heaven 2012-03-01

now that you re born again what next that s the big question and this book gives clear and simple answers in it best selling author
and teacher chris oyakhilome reveals vital truths fundamental to the christian faith truths upon which you can build a strong and
vibrant life in christ now that you are born again unveils insightful revelations that will point the new christian in the right
direction and nurture him in his new life in christ

Seven Steps for Judging Prophecy 1982

The Seven Spirits of Yahweh 2014-04-15

Astounding Testimonies 2022-02-21

The Greatest Secret God Told Me about Money 2015-02-24
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Healing From Heaven 2010-05-04

Your Rights in Christ 2011

Occult ABC 2007-07-01

Kingdom Principles (Spanish) 2018

Rhapsody of Realities Topical Compendium-Volume 5 2006-01-12

The Seven Spirits Of God 2019-04-01

The Power Of Your Mind 1908

The Prophetic Office 1997-01-09

The Promise Land 2017-01-24

Christ's Ascension and Second Coming from Heaven 2014-02-25

Now That You Are Born Again
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